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The single most important internal difficulty we continue to
experience since late January of this year? ls the lack of oppor~;
tunity for several days to a week of general hoi ida~, during which
the strains of phtsical and mental anxiety could be reduced r to the
effect that the members' minds could stretch out a bit to encompass
a reflective overview of the process in which we are engaged:.: lit its
possible that the cansol idation x of the emerging hard-core of NUWRO
wi II at least ease the intensity of ~ capita strains .. It is
Immediately urgent and possible, despite the other demands upon our
energies, that the necessary reflective process occur.
Focussing on the New York region and
c~inical evidence is avai lable to m~ in
efficiently summarize the post-Dec" 29,
of success i ve demands upon the members·mobil ization.

"
nationa1 center, where the
greater detai I, we can
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I~ The two-and-a-half weeks be6inning in the pre-dawn hours
of Dec.. 3 I, I973 For t his;, the r e was tot a I and ge nera I Iy
Ii

magnificent response by the entire

membership~

2. The disgust i ng cap itu Iat i on of vi rtua I I y every Labolfr"and
"revolutionary socialist" Left faction in Great Britain to
the openly-proclaimed CIA mi I itary dictatorship threata
Then there were significant sections of the membership
which began to block out real ity in absolutely classis
expressions of psychologically protective depression, and
even reaction formations, in response to exce~tional stress.
A handful of members have remained in and ~out of that state
of anxiety-withdrawal from real ity since amut that time.
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3' Financial emergencies: because this underl ined the real ity that

we, alone in this nation; as an organized force, were fighting
for humanity's very existence, and ~ perceptib1y -- as finances
emphasized -- with damned I ittle manifest caring about humanity
outside our ranks, these emergencies were almost as stressing as
the initial CIA attacks and the real ity of British capitu,lation.

':' ,.4,,, Organ i z i n9 workers demanded a max i mum ese~tiQll~ exerc t z,e of se I f-,'
consciousness at exactiy the time that stress anxiety was increas
ing intellectual and emotional blocks~ Furthermore, since
organizing efforts forced members to come out from behind protecti~. ive neurotic blocks, there was a signifJcant tendency to invent
rrnons without factual basis in reztl,jty for "why workers can-'t
be reached at just this moment" in one local ity or another.
Organizing workers became almost as much a cause for anxiety as
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Britain and financial emergencies. This was reflected in a re
ification of data on organizing to the effect of reducing workers
in networks to mere statist;ics in practice. The worst, anal d·isease
of the movement, basing organizing pe~spectives on number games,
broke out as a symptom of the temporary emotional crisis of even
some formerly leading organizers.

5. The la~9ardness in vigorously searching out and counterattacking
against theClA's "psy-war" campaigns of "freakihg out" parents
and relatives, actually brainwashing as wei I as framing up a
number of NUWRO and RYM organizers, etce, was caused by neurotic
seizuees of anxiety and created further cause for this anxiety.
-.

6. The dull thud re@ponse to analysis of the Canadian developments
(in New york, Newark, Philadelphia and undoubtedly elsewhere)
again reflects simple neurotic anxiety, an effort to block out
real ity.
Before discussing this pattern in more detail, i~ is useful to
compare the explosive growth in European Labour Committee membershir
and peripheries with the more modest rate of expansion in the U.S.A.
or themomentari Iy hopeless situation in England. Atl three situations
add up toa lawful expression of the mass-strfke process.
What is the key distinction among these three areas? In Enqland,
we had the greatestimmediat'eobjective opportun)ty for recruit:liI0n-:,
of individual~ members during J5nuary, since the r~~lityof our
analysis was not factual Iv' contested by any merely' honest observer
there. In the lJ.S"A. we have the greatest potent/fa I for individual'
recruitment (provided we concentrate on recruittng workers} because
we have greater 1eft-hegemony among workers than the rest of the
left combined. It is actually or impl icitly obvious to now m"; II fons
of industrial workers and others that if a social ist transformation
is to occur In the U.S., the NCLC is the organization now on the scene
carrying that particu ••r bal I. On the continent, where we have the
highest rates of recruitment (trebl ing within three months:), we have
the poorest competjtive merlts for recruitment, provided we consider
the NCLC and ELC as merely competitors for recruits In a mass of
potential recruits. After all" the continent has mass Communist
parties and social-democracies with left-wing factions far more
viable in political qual ity than anything we meet outside the NCLC in
North America.
The answer has a I ready been imp I iedit In the U.S.A., but for
a few small groups, there is absolutely no organized force with
which to, in real ity, form a united front -- outside the potentJal
which exists within the CPUSA. In Canada, the situation is better
in ta-at respect •. In Eng t and, the re was abso I'ute I y ze ro -- a l.though
the situation would have permitted us to recruit fantastlcal Iy"
within the prisons and concentration camps in which ~our members
would have bee~ shortly prime pioneee inmates. It is the fact that
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our united-front proposal is so visibly real izable on the continent,
that makes the difference. It is not accitental that the growth is
greatest in I tal y and West Germany, where the un i-ted-front wor k
l w
enjoys a kind of fluidity on the left not e~5ting in France.
(Indeed, this is a happy confirmation of the strategic perspective ,t
for European recruiting potentials we developed back in 1969.)
5
Th is is not to gloss over the actua I qu'sl it i es of the ELC ,I eader::" ':<
ship. Aft-hough the present ELC was developed from t~le basis of a
loosely-coordinated -circle of about a score of persons, beg~nnin(j
in the first of 1973, that year involved the most intensive develop'-_
ment of a leadership corp.swh i un has ever occured 0-Ut.s idea 'rev'01 ut it>r4ar v
upsurge as such. In commitment and essentia.l concaptuel qblal iti~
of leadership, the European executive does not cmmpare unfavorably
with the NCLC's NEC. However, that acknowledged, the decisive'dist'Lnc~
ion under immediate con~lderation is determined by the Bctuat token
'
and enormous potential movements toward a united-front movament'i "
formation.
It shou Idbest'ressed respect i ng cmmpar J sons that the' ElC is
.,
acting under the same pol icy direct i ves and general tactical or",nta
tionas the NCLC, and as severe a set of financial pressures
and that the internal probl€ms (episodic blocking by individual
leaders) of the ELC execbtive are not much different as a frictional
problem than we encounter within the NEC.

t"

The connection between the favorab~€ situation of the ELC
and its internal reflections is mediated through the dynamic$ 6f
self-consciousness which feed upon such social movements. The
~adres who are respond i ng to the i nf1 uence ,of po.s i ti ve ,fe:rment i.n
class forces around tham more read'ily developa a higher degree of
consciousness, greater resu1ting Intellectual powers and emotional.
sanity, which# as subjective wual ities, are in turn reflected in
their practice. Hence, the mediated esponential influence of poI itical organizing work under such conditions.
However, we can not leave ~atters 50 simply ex~t.tRjR~ explairi~d.'
We must qual ify the situation of our cadres in(especially) Italy and
Germany, to stipulate that their immediate advantage can be re~tated
thus.

~"

In 'nations which are visibly .. under VICIOUS attack by forces
(Rodkefeller et al. ) identified with foreign powers (e.gs, t h e ,
.. '
U.S.A.) there Is an immediate credibi I ity for fighting all jances 'iHJa"~s't'
such foreign agression provided that there exist visible, organized,
forces which are credibly predisposed to be mobil ized for Isuch
anti-imperial ist struggles. The immediacy of the potential united- '
front movements is presented I n the most cred i b Ie terms. ,J n terms of., ,',
all lances of existing, institutional ized mobil izations.
Cl:::- i-,
e6
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In the U.S.A., we have to overcome the workers' identification
with the Rockefel fer interests as being part of the workers' own
nation (eltg., the susceptibi tity of U"S. popul ist-type formations
to the "Arab" oi I boycott hoax, as a prepackaged reaction formation;
against t confronting the real enemy nat home"), and the lack of
credible establ ished mass-based vanguard institutions mobil izable
for struggle.
Despite those apparent disadvantages, as the recent upsurge of
numerous it strikes underl ines for those who mistook "mass-strike
period" for a mere-abstraction, there is ex~sting united-front
motion on an extended scale within the U~S.A. ltself. This plain
fact has frequently been blocked out during the jpast two months
by the anx iety-neurot i c efforts of at Ieast s i'gn i f i tant numbers of
members to conceive the building of NUWRO as the creation of an
"other" organization with which to form a united front at a later
date. They decl ined to see NUWRO as the united-front process in
concrete, a united front of the entire NCLC and RYM with groups of
organic mass-leaders of industrial workers and unemployed»
Indeed, the mass-strike ferment in key regions of the U.SuA. is
on the scale of themidd1e-1930's and as extensive as on the Euro
pean continent. k The principal; factual distinc"tion to be made is
that the U"S.A. lacks ready-made miltiple-mass based vanguard
organizations of the type of the social-democratic left-wig~
factions and Communist parties. In terms of national or regional
vanguard groups, or even left-wing trade unions with ,which to unite,
there is vi rtua I Iy zero here.
In part, this difference does introduce a sign~ficant tactical
difficulty for us, although not of the qual itative importance which
some members' anxieties purport to teflect~ The essential point to
be made is that this discrepancy comp~(s )us to ~elf-consciously
conceptual ize the process of organizing a mass-based force in order
to give our membershi~ the per capita effectiveness of ELC membersw
In sum, the question of whether Europe has advantages over the UwS.A w
is essentiaJly a subjective question. If our members see the process
of organizin~ as a united-front process, and therefore~act accordinglY0
we have 8 most advantageous situation heres.
~
For example. Do you treat a factory, an unemploye~ent center as
merely a possible area of propaganda and contact 'work, or do you re
gard the unorganized vanguard force at each such IDeation as an element
of a united front, to be treated in the same responsible fashion as
the ELC treats negotiations and collaborations with the left-wing of
the social-democracy of Communist parties? In short, as self
conscious overlvew of the organ~zing process "sees" the organlzat10ns
be i ng created in much" the same "KA(lI~ t6lm~ terms ,as if they a I ready
existed as organized formations o This is a matter of conceptual izing-·
process as process, rather than merely in anal, statistical terms.
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The Psychological

Prob~ems

The real ity ~hich confronts each member continues to be what it
was during the first weeks of this year.
0U
Unless the Labor Committees are able to deploy in almost a
mi I itary exactness, with abrupt maneuvers, main~ain;ng the
financial level of activity neces~ary to function as an
effective~ force, there wilt be no hope for the human race
by the end of .1974.
Despite the approximation of our analysis which has been promulga~ed_
by the Soviet leadership and the RK PCF, and the relative ¥tsi viabiI ities and leading roles to be played by forces much, much larger
than 0ur own, we are the only existing organization in the ·world
which collectively embodies the organic development of world-outloole:
and methodo.6gical cap~bi IJtles to contribute the margin of leader
ship in. it i at i yew i thout wt1 i ch the human racew i I I absolutely be los'::
to fascism and subsequent nuclear hotocaustby the end of thJ~ .year~ ,
For t-ho-sene.wermembers who may not ; have fu I I y conceptual i ~ad
th i s point so far, we 5he t I summar II·y restate the re I evant case
a short space ahead.
The essential, immediate point to be m~de at this point ·isthat
all manifesta~ions of anxiety neurosis must create a fictitious
premise which either impl icitlY rejects that terrible.real ity or
which acts as an obsession to hysterically distract its neurotic
victim's attention totally away from real ity, to some specJal ~oncern.
Apart from those extreme cases wh~ ch verge upon theappearan'ceof
psychot i c ep i sodes (d _~ssassoc i at i on phenomena) al I such neuros i s
employs the principle of "fallacy of composition" as a device for
assuming a specious disguise of rat~onaLity. A construct is buil;t4 ,,.'....,r,-,',
upon facts 1solated from context fo~ reification.
'I -' ..

These constructs are of two general types. The straight-forward
case is illustrated by the indi~dual explainigg away his wilful
accident-proneness by denying the existence or relevance of al I
facts but those supporting the God's dice thesis. "It was just a
series of accidents," this neurotic shrieks: "Don't try to make a
pattern out of it; itake each case one by one." The second type,
overtly slyer, resorts again to fat lacy of composition, but intro
duces a series of hypotheses instead of positive counter-conclusions
to real ity. "You must consider the possibi I ity ••• ," this hysteric
proceeds, stipulating the "scientific rigor" that the plain fact
of the situation taken as a whole must be ignored untll the entIre
I ist of contrived hypotheses has been thoroughly invastigeted c Th~
extreme example of this wo~ld be the "material ist" who refused to
accept the existence of human mental processes until the possibi lity
of thought had been fully explained by an investigation beginning with

I
.

I
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the simp Iest quanta of energy r One i nqu ires qu"i etTy, "By wh at means
do you poopose to effect that chain of judgments," and the hysteric
responds, "facts, reason," rejecting any "hypothesis" on thought
as factual until the investigation he proposes has been completed.
Most members have observed the infectiousness of hysterical
behavior among groups of people suffering anxiety. Indeed, HChinese"
brainwashing and "encounter group#m methods of' approximating braIn
washing genera~ Iy depend upon that phenomenon~ One psychotic or
semi-psychotic,.notably certain types of paranoid s~h)zophrenics, tend
to have an infectious influence as ~articipants in a group under stress.
Thus, a single zombie within an encounter group can virtually spread
semi-psychotic symptoms I~ke the common cold.
Most psycho Iog i COl 1 warfare techno logy is more or Iess de I i berate l'y
premised on that principle of "Lnfectious paranoia," as some members
have recently noted in the wierd pathologies produced in the~t parents
and relat.ves o
The obsessions which complement the paranoid sch~zophrenic modes
{cited above} in anxiety reactions ,involves simply fixing upon an
isolated point of preoccupation to the extent of thus blocking out
everything the victim of th$$ hysteria does not wish to see.
The genera'i fall acy of compos it Ion pervad i ng al I suchpbenomona
is simply a reflection of the individuals being driven in upon
h i mse If (to his mother- im-age-dom i n.ated ego-state),' and thus de
grading his conscious perception of the world about'him to selected
I ittle turds of "fact," selected according to bourgeois-ideologlcal
ego-ideals. He loses his capacity to comprehend reality as a wor~d 
total ity, he can not conceptual ize processes, and by thus losing his
most vital mental p!1eRl&el!xi~1lll perceptual powers denies ("1 can't see
that") what the loss of that organ deprives him the mental power to
detect.
"Music for musiciaas," "art for artists" are infall'ible lliustrations
of such neurotic I'oss of creative powers of ~erception. This, as we
have reviewed the matter repeatedly during the past year, arises
among musicians (for example) who have been terrified of confronting
the "fundamental emotion." He responds to thIs fear in the manner I
find most expl icltl'y expressed in much of Gustav Mahler's music, a
sudden regression into "rom~ntic" preciosities -- Hcute W expressions,
etc. -- whenever he flees from prescience of deep emotion. (The
report of R Freud's analytical sessions with Mahler confirms this
point.) "Artists alone can appreciate art," reflects the preoccupation
with the banal' I ittle preciosities of the palette and brush-stroke,
"special ized m8sturbation," a series of motions which on1y a simi larly
trained masturbator could appreciate. It is the degradation of real ity
to a collection of recipes, in which "creativity" is reduced to
refusing to measure one's seasonings.
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It is the same principle which operates rn the present stress
situation. We confront two infinite processes We are faced with
the fearful infinity of a world in which we, tIny, virtually alone
at the moment, must take responsibi I ity for the very future exist
ence of the human race. The mfnd reaches for compre~ension of that,
and withdraws with a shudder, fearing not so much the horrors of
fascism and nuclear holocaust as the initial horror of Schwaermerei
at drawing upon the fundamental emotion rwquired to effect the
comprehension. The same problem arises in organizing the world
working-class, another infinity which evokes the same dread of the
sal lIng and threatened sinking movements of the ocean of fundamental
emotion JL
E

5

The cour§~e of the membership in early January largely reffe~ted
the i IJusion that it was only necessary to break through the thin
if peritous thicket jof forces immediat'ly before us and then we
would arrive as an open field or relative safetys Then, Britain took
away that security -- the peri lous area was no mere thicket, but
at least a smal I s jungle. The financial problems underl ined the
distance from the present moment to escape from the strains. ~ach
-, added manifestation of the infinite made)t increasingly Jess
possible to" imagine that the problems before us were not a finite area
of struggle, the jungle seemed I imitless. It was"' ike fighting
battles in the opening months of a long war -- "Where wil t there
be an end to this?"
~

1

'

The stressed mind withdraws from the demand of confronting the
fundamental emotion by fefusing to see anything except in turdQI ike
discrete f~rms. The process linking together the discrete experiences
is thus rendered "intangible," as the mJnd flees deeper into the
infantile ego, hoping to f.. i nd the hole where the "intangilble"
becomes totally unfelt.
The danger, as in brainwashing, is that because each such retreat
is a half ;conscious self-degradation (an act of wil I ing moral and
intel (ectual dishonesty), the toleration of successive moral retreats
from reality become a process of retreat. It is this process of
retreat, shown cl inical Iy when confrontation with real ity results in
the vic tim I s ret rea t sin tog rea t e r de pt hs 0 f hys t e ric a 1st u P'~ d i t Y:
which represents the condition of neurosis, of hysteria~; leading
toward disassociation and possible paranoid-schizophrenic "episodes~
This must be generally comprehended by members in each Local,
and certain working principles of mental health adopted as an or
ganic part of the internal I ife of the organization
li

I. The kind of stress leading toward anxiety must be acknowledgable
without shame~ (eEg. ridicule, bombast) attached. This however,
m~ also means without those gestures of contempt exp~essed by
B maudl in sympathy i "for your suffering~" This demands the
necessary cl imate In which the proper response to fantasy and
obsess i on . "You rea' "'y know that' s nonsense," iss uppoe t i ve
rather than ego-stripping. Ille., in which the situati$n Js
"1 remind you when you~re playing the neurotic fool t on con
dItion that you do as much for me If I, sl ip into a similar state
of sooutinq nonsense." etc.

I

~ 1
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rather than ego*strippingR I"e., in which the situation is
"Iremind you when you're playing the neurotic fool~ on con~
dition that you do as much for me if is I sl ip lnto a sim~ lar
state of spouting nonsense," etc.
2. That the real ity principle alw,ays be the standard of judgment
of what is real and fa Isee I.eell our economic an~l Y's;is of thestra
teg i c s.j tuati on, di a fectl cal met'hod"
t·
3. Situate the methods of the "new psychoanalysis always withtn the
ground of that real ity principle.
4. Attack every problem by risIng above the narrow, p.artlcularized
form to the J·arger real.i ty.
5~

Aceept ~he danger of casualties while determining not to become
a psychological casualtyQ (Any person.who has come out of brain
washing or has struggled to putl someone out ~of such a state,
knows that it is better to die than to let the bastards turn one
into a zombie.) It is members who permit themselves to fal I into
deeper anxiety reaction-formations that are notably vulnerable
to brainwashing; we wlll inevitably have some hideous casualties
among such members and especially among S~~~ ex-members. The
greatest danger at the moment is to black RYM youth afld t~ e i ( 
LC members, who wlit tend (in high proportions) to be pre.sed
into some brainwashIng program for o~vious usefulness agains~ u~
once theyare in such a psychotic state M Given the zize of the
membership, etc. they must inev1tably be a few such cas'Jalti~s,
in inverse proportion to the effectiveness of our jorganizin9,
Operation Nurernburg campaign, and willingness to act ruthlessiy
in psychological warfare against those who jo~n the LEAA-NAG
operations against our members.
Don't be terrified by such casualties when they occur; psycho
logical death of that sort is a real si risk throughout the
U.S.A. today. Concentrate upon innoculating yourself B~ and
others against the dec~ine Into ego-states which makes you
susceptible, and act ruthlessiy to rescue any member or peri
phery found in the probable first stages of condi~ioning.
...

The Kernel of our Development

-"'~.

My own most essential contributions to our development as an
organization was consol idated during Ithe 1959-1961 period, by the
apparently fortuitous task of working out the proof why no dJgJtal
jx~~m~~te~x~~~i~x~~sst~t¥X~&~tB«~computer system ever yet to be
deve loped cou Id poss i b I y rep I i cate actua 1 i nte II Lgence. AIthough
this recently had some auxl1 iary jmportance for more readi Iy diagnosing
cases of computer assisted types of programmed behavioral modification
and informing some of our members where to look for the development
of this aspect of brainwashing technology, the essential, decisive
a i n¢
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of that breakthoough was the resolution of the Cantor-Rieman
notions which had preoccupied me since 1952.

Theslgnificance of this was essentially pedagogical, in the sense
that it provided me with a concrete appl icatlon of the Hegel ian and
Marxian forms of the dialectic through which I could immediat"Y
conceptual ize the fundamental conceptions rather th~n enjo~ a know
ledge in the form of a Marxian-Hegel ian critique 01 the Kantian
system. (Wh i ch latter 1.s general L~ the highest J ev·t ach ieved by any
·.~lIi8ss PI~QlIiEtss:iQu~Bt professed diallectitian outside our organization,
the urrderstanding of the dialectical method approximated by pro-process
basts negation of axiomatic discreteness.) This·actual mastery of
Marxian method enabled me to represent, develop, and apply that
method as my own immediate knowledge, as opposed to,the alternative
of accompl ishing a mere scholarly representation of jwhat Marx had
formulated. Instead of being a mere scholar, effi c l-ent Iy qual if I e,J
to retai j Marxian method and economics, Iwas free to represent tha·t
knowledge and apply i ton the author ity of my own I rTlmed) ate , direct
conception of tit.
.
My contributions to Marx, In this 1ight, can be accounted as
variously a modern representation of Marxian method and economic
theory (since only modern persons could state Marx directly frC",,1
a modern background of knowledge.), to assimilate certain f(:~loJ r.i~f':i;al,
needed features of ;modern achievement into the corpus oftha~ cheer;,
"". and to create for the first t i me·st~(Ke a se If-consc ious pc,I':90-1:/
concern i gg Hege I!' s Feuerbach' s and Marx's pr inc ipa I ach i eV(~:;lun s.
I

~

The development of the Labor Committees has been'essen'~lal I.
I n .e sse nee wh at i t has bee n i nob s e r ve d fa c t l' . the tea chi n9 () f
Marxian method and conceptions Initiated on the basis of my own
author1ty to directlY cornmlbnicate that material and apply it~
freely to a wide-ra~ging variety of topics thrown at me, and the
deveJopments of members' comprehension of what they have studie~
in that way th rough a body of soc i a I p:ract ice, as an organ i zatl on,
based on these conceptions.
Consequently, the Labor Committee tendencey 'is the only organizat~on
yet existing in which actual Martian method and economic and other
theoretical conceptions can be the basis for poi Icy-making problem
solving. This has been real ized -- to the extent Is has actually been
fulfil]~d, at a time when this competence it is the absolute
minimum required to compre~end what the class as a whole· must be
brought to understand as the alternative to the end to humanity.
In a relative4ylarge prop.ortJon of members, this collective
competence :may not yet ex'st as the independent "~ qual ity of the 0
mamber taken as an indivi~uaf, but those members have assimiJated
two things which make them immediately potential11y capable of making
a ~ual itative leap to actual individual competence In general" they
have grasped our i~ method and the rudiments of more of theory in
anatgebraic way (as an efficient basis for scholarly ctttlque),
tl
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and this comprehension has to be sharpened by a series of shared
experiences in using this algebraic competence as a means for
enabl ing them to make a series of conceptual breakthroughs on
particular issues. They have also accumulated experience of severat
breakthroughs or more, a kind of " bad 1nfinity" experience of the
dialectical method as a principle for enumerating ~~ new dialectical
conceptions in particu}ar. For such members it is only necessary
that they make the Ieap from th is a Igebrai c "bad Inf-i n i ty" comprehen
sion to its obvious "tBansfinite" equiva1ent, that thelr competence
should seem thus to others to almost "miraculously" burst forth as
their independent intellectual and pol itical-I"eadership powers.
So far, J have borne what has been for me an awful personal
on this account. ~t has been necessary for me to
initiate most of our strategic and major tactlcal initiatives, as
wei I as most of our essential conceptual breakthroughs.This has
been guided (and thus deLJmited in practice) by those opportunities
in whJch it was possible ~o couple the ut~erance of a conceptual iza
tion with its imminent empirical conf~rmatLon. The conceptual process
within the organization generally has been premised on the convic
tion (and, hence, conceptual ization) occurring as the predictive
aspect of the new conception was empirLcal Iy verified in the members'
experience.
responsib~1 ity

The NC plenum and aftermath of Sept., 1971 is notab~e in this
respect. Although the m demonetization of the IMF )n March, t968
sufficiently confirmed my ~958-60 conJunctural predictions from the
standpoint of scientific r$gor, it was the August 15-16 events whJch
gave overwhelming credibi I ity to those same predictio~s, because
the pub ric i zed change in i nst i tut ions meant that on Iy an hyster"j oa.t
fo01 could now pretend the contrary. The immediate effect upon the
NCLC was to el iminate the last significant unconscious reservatlons
concerning me economic-theoretical predictions (which they had
previously formally accepted as pol icy), and because the theory
itself had passed its test so overwhelmingly against a sea of
ridicule and opposjtion In the left, academic cJassrooms, etc.,
the members obtained from that the strength to make an entJre new
leap forward in conceptual~zation of pol icies, strategies, etc.,
out of which circumstance it was possible to articulate the already
developed thesis in the form represented in the Social ism or RMM~is~x
Fascism? pamphlet.
Fol lowing that, we made a series of breakthroughs, which" each
increased the basis for the succeeding advance.
This is not an extension of me, personally. As wretchedly Inadequate
as we of the NEC genera) staff look to one another nightly gathered
to comprehend the wor Id' of that day, each of our contacts among the
ranks of the world's leading socialist and capital ist strata -- and
we have had a fair samp~lng of those In the past three months, shows
U5 that wretchedly inadequate as we appear to be to ourselves,
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there Ls no agency in the world to which we could look up for approvqX
of our work, and barely a handful of the world's leading figures and
agencies which have the bare competence to act upon what we virtually
a lone can understand. I th ink that one of the pr i-nc i pa I p rob Iems of
our members is that they do not adequately appreciate that their
participation represents a selection as wei I asdevelapment process.
However queer your parents and miserable your feel ing of yourself in
your private fears and self-doubts, this I,OOO-odd col Lection of
seeming odd-bal Is can not be unfavorably compared with anything
outside it today. If there wi I I be something better'than we are
in the world, it will exist because we make it possible~
If we recognize the distinction between hubris and mere protective
bomb.ast, and that these I f-effac i ng denial of hubris ("so as not to
offend unduly") poisons the c.apacity for sanity, our membersh~pwil I
be able to see itself In world-hi.storical terms as, unfortunately,
the best agency that exists.
For what we need for what we have to do, w~ have -unquestioned
right. What we say collectively, has the closest approximation to.
real ity bein9 uttered by anyone~ Give ,-courage and leadership to
the frightened skeptic~ around our organization. Moreover, if we don't
win, I ife won't be worth I ivlng for any human being, anyway. We ,....
are risking nothing that we woutd not be certain to lose0therwi~e~
We, of al I people, are at feast alive.
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